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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments disclosed herein pertain to float-
ing body field-effect transistors, and to methods of form-
ing floating body field-effect transistors.

BACKGROUND

[0002] One type of dynamic random access memory
(DRAM) includes individual memory cells that include a
field-effect transistor and a storage capacitor. As the size
of integrated circuitry shrinks, the size of the capacitor
also shrinks. Generally as the storage capacitor shrinks,
the quantity of charge and the time which the charge can
be retained decreases as well. Consequently, maintain-
ing an acceptable level of performance of this type of
DRAM structure becomes more difficult as the capacitor
size decreases. Using capacitor dielectrics having high
dielectric constants and increasing capacitor plate sur-
face area through surface roughening, greater vertical
dimensions, and other various capacitor shapes have
been the conventional approaches to maintaining suffi-
ciently high capacitance.
[0003] Another type of DRAM cell uses a structure
which is void of a discrete storage capacitor. An example
of a capacitor-less DRAM consists essentially of only a
single transistor (IT) memory cell. Such DRAM cells use
a semiconductor-on-insulator (SOI) structure for storing
positive electrical charge in the form of "holes". The
stored positive charge reduces the transistor threshold
voltage (Vt), which is the voltage applied to the gate at
which the channel region between the pair of
source/drain regions becomes conductive. Accordingly,
binary data states are represented in a 1T memory cell
based on whether the transistor is switched "on" or re-
mains "off" in response to a voltage applied to its gate
during a memory read operation.
[0004] Various SOI 1T DRAM cell structures have
been developed based on metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) field-effect transistor (FET) devices using a float-
ing SOI channel body in which the holes accumulate.
Accordingly, the source/drain regions are n-type, and the
channel region is lightly doped p-type. These types of 1T
DRAM cells are generally referred to as floating body
cells (FBCs) due to the use of a floating SOI body. As
accumulated holes lower the voltage at which the chan-
nel becomes conductive, a conductive channel is formed
in the same floating SOI body in which the holes accu-
mulate upon appropriate voltage application to the gate
of the FET device. A data "1" is written by creating holes
(for example, by impact ionization) and push up the body
potential to a high level. Conversely, data "0" is written
by extracting holes from the body which pulls the body
potential down to a low level. By grounding the bit line
and by applying negative voltage to the word line, body
potential level which is either high or low is held for a

certain time. The data can be distinguished using MOS-
FET current modulated by body potential.
[0005] The floating SOI channel body can be designed
for use as partially depleted semiconductor-on-insulator
(PDSOI) or fully depleted semiconductor-on-insulator
(FDSOI), which refers to the extent of the formation of
the conductive channel within thickness of the floating
SOI body. In the case of FDSOI operation, negative sub-
strate (plate) bias is applied so that the back surface of
the semiconductor film accumulates holes. In the case
of a partially depleted floating body cell (PDFBC), a neu-
tral volume region exists. Accordingly, the neutral volume
region is used in the case of PDFBC, and a bottom "plane"
is used in the case of fully depleted floating body cell
(FDFBC) for respective hole storage regions represent-
ing data states by potential level.
[0006] Regardless, writing a "1" to a floating body cell
is achieved by voltage application in which excessive
holes are stored in the floating body channel region of
the FET. Conversely, application of different voltage po-
tentials to the various FET components removes holes
of the floating body channel region, thereby writing a "0".
A mostly non-destructive read or data determination state
of the FET is conducted typically utilizing a different set
of voltage parameters particularly in which the voltage of
one of the source/drain regions functioning as a drain is
provided at lower voltage than at which such is provided
during either a writing "1" operation or a writing "0" oper-
ation. There is a need for refresh of a written "1" due to
hole loss due to injection into the source/drain because
of the forward biased junction. Accordingly, any structure
which facilitates quantity of hole storage and minimizes
hole loss by any mechanism would be an improvement
in the context of floating body field-effect transistors.
Floating body field-effect transistors might also be used
in other than DRAM or in other than memory circuitry.
[0007] US 2007/0001222 A1, US 2006/0128105 A1,
US 2005/0285097 A1, US 2006/0125010A1 and US
2007/001165 A1 describe transistor constructions hav-
ing a pair of source/drain regions with a channel region
therebetween, which are over an insulator, a gate elec-
trode proximate the channel region and a gate dielectric
between the gate electrode and the channel region. The
channel region may have a semiconductor Si-Ge-com-
prising region with a semiconductor silicon-comprising
region between it and the gate dielectric. In all of these
constructions there is a contiguous direct contact junction
between the source/drain regions and the channel re-
gion.

SUMMARY

[0008] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a floating body field-effect transis-
tor as defined in claim 1. A pair of source/drain regions
has a floating body channel region received therebe-
tween, the source/drain regions and the floating body
channel region being received over an insulator. A gate
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electrode is proximate the floating body channel region.
A gate dielectric is received between the gate electrode
and the floating body channel region. The floating body
channel region comprises a semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region. The floating body channel
region comprises an insulating material region, received
directly on the semiconductor SixGe(1-x) -comprising re-
gion. The floating body channel region comprises a sem-
iconductor silicon-comprising region received between
the insulating material region and the gate dielectric, the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region having
greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of Ge within the
semiconductor silicon-comprising region.
[0009] The semiconductor silicon-comprising region
may be void of Ge. Alternatively, the semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising region may comprise Ge. The Ge quan-
tity in the semiconductor silicon-comprising region may
be less than about 10 atomic per cent, or preferably less
than about 1 atomic per cent, or more preferably less
than about 0.1 atomic per cent. The value of x may be
at least 0.5, or preferably at least 0.7. The value of x may
be no greater than 0.85, or preferably no greater than
0.8. The value of x may be x may be from 0.7 to 0.85, or
preferably from 0.5 to 0.6 and the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region has a thickness of from
about 2nm to about 5 nm (20 Angstroms to about 50
Angstroms).
[0010] The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion may have a thickness of at least 20 Angstroms, or
preferably from about 10nm to about 60nm (100 Ang-
stroms to about 600 Angstroms). The transistor may be
partially depleted in operation, and the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a thickness of
from about 30 nm to about 60nm (300 Angstroms to about
600 Angstroms). The transistor may be fully depleted in
operation, and the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
region may have a thickness of from about 10nm to about
30nm (100 Angstroms to about 300 Angstroms). The
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a
thickness which is from about 25% to about 75% of total
thickness of the floating body channel region. The sem-
iconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a
thickness which is about equal to that of the semicon-
ductor silicon-comprising region. Alternatively, the sem-
iconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a
thickness which is less than that of the semiconductor
silicon-comprising region. Alternatively, the semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a thickness
which is greater than that of the semiconductor silicon-
comprising region.
[0011] The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion may have a maximum width which is greater than
that of the semiconductor silicon-comprising region. Al-
ternatively, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion and the semiconductor silicon-comprising region
may have the same maximum widths.
[0012] Each of the pair of source/drain regions may
comprise an elevated source/drain portion and a non-

elevated source/drain portion. The elevated source/drain
portion may comprise SixGe(1-x)-comprising material.
The Ge quantity in the elevated source/drain portion may
be greater than any quantity of Ge within the non-elevat-
ed source/drain portion. The non-elevated source/drain
portion may comprise a highest dopant concentration re-
gion, at least the highest dopant concentration region of
the non-elevated source/drain portion being void of Ge.
At least the highest dopant concentration region of the
non-elevated source/ drain portion may comprise silicon.
[0013] The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion may be received directly physically contacting
against the insulator..
[0014] The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion may comprise laterally outermost sidewalls which
directly physically contact against the source/drain re-
gions.
[0015] The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion may be homogenous at least regarding Ge concen-
tration. Alternatively, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising region may not be homogenous at least regarding
Ge concentration. One portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may have a higher concen-
tration of Ge than does another portion of the semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region, the another portion
being received between the one portion and the insulator.
Alternatively, the one portion may be received between
the another portion and the insulator.
[0016] According to a related aspect there is provided
a floating body field-effect transistor comprising: a pair
of source/drain regions having a floating body channel
region received therebetween, the source/drain regions
and the floating body channel region being received over
an insulator; a gate electrode proximate the floating body
channel region; a gate dielectric received between the
gate electrode and the floating body channel region; and
each of the pair of source/drain regions comprising an
elevated source/drain portion and a non-elevated
source/drain portion, the elevated source/drain portion
comprising SixGe(1-x), the non-elevated source/drain
portion comprising a highest dopant concentration por-
tion comprising silicon, Ge quantity in the elevated
source/drain portion being greater than any quantity of
Ge within the highest dopant concentration portion of the
non-elevated silicon- comprising source/drain portion.
[0017] The highest dopant concentration portion of the
non-elevated source/drain portion may be void of Ge.
Alternatively, the highest dopant concentration portion of
the non-elevated source/drain portion may comprise Ge.
The Ge quantity in the highest dopant concentration por-
tion of the non-elevated source/drain portion may be less
than about 10 atomic per cent, or preferably less than
about 1 atomic per cent.
[0018] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a floating body field-effect transistor comprising: a
pair of source/drain regions having a floating body chan-
nel region received therebetween, the source/drain re-
gions and the floating body channel region being re-
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ceived over an insulator; a gate electrode proximate the
floating body channel region; a gate dielectric received
between the gate electrode and the floating body channel
region; and the floating body channel region comprising
a semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region, a semi-
conductor silicon-comprising region, and an insulating
material region received between the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region and the semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising region, the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region having greater quantity of
Ge than any quantity of Ge within the semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising region.
[0019] The semiconductor silicon-comprising region
may be void of Ge, or may comprise Ge. The Ge quantity
in the semiconductor silicon-comprising region may be
less than about 10 atomic per cent, or preferably less
than about 1 atomic per cent.
[0020] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a floating body field-effect transistor comprising: a
pair of source/drain regions having a floating body chan-
nel region received therebetween, the source/drain re-
gions and the floating body channel region being re-
ceived over an insulator; a gate electrode proximate the
floating body channel region; a gate dielectric received
between the gate electrode and the floating body channel
region; the floating body channel region comprising a
semiconductor first silicon-comprising region, a semicon-
ductor second silicon-comprising region, and a semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region; the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region being received between the
semiconductor first and second silicon-comprising re-
gions; the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region
having greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of Ge
within each of the semiconductor first and second silicon-
comprising regions; and the semiconductor first silicon-
comprising region being received directly physically con-
tacting against the insulator and comprising laterally out-
ermost sidewalls, an insulative material being received
between at least some of the laterally outermost side-
walls and the source/drain regions.
The semiconductor first and second silicon-comprising
regions may be void of Ge.
The semiconductor first and second silicon-comprising
regions may consist essentially of p-doped silicon. The
semiconductor second silicon-comprising region and the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region may com-
prise laterally outermost sidewalls which directly physi-
cally contact against the source/drain regions.
[0021] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a floating body field-effect transistor comprising: a
pair of source/drain regions having a floating body chan-
nel region received therebetween, the source/drain re-
gions and the floating body channel region being re-
ceived over an insulator; a gate electrode proximate the
floating body channel region; a gate dielectric received
between the gate electrode and the floating body channel
region; and the floating body channel region comprising
first and second regions, the second region being re-

ceived elevationally between the gate dielectric and the
first region, the first region comprising laterally outermost
sidewalls, insulative material being received contacting
directly physically against the laterally outermost side-
walls of the first region.
[0022] Each of the pair of source/drain regions may be
formed over the insulative material. Each of the pair of
source/drain regions may comprise an elevated
source/drain portion and a non-elevated source/drain
portion. The first region may have a thickness which is
greater than that of the second. Each of the first and
second regions may be void of Ge. At least one of the
first and second regions may comprise Ge.
[0023] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a method of forming a floating body field-effect tran-
sistor, comprising: forming a semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer over an insulator; forming a
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer over and in direct
physical contact with the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer having greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of
Ge within the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer;
forming a gate dielectric and a gate electrode over the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer; and using the
gate dielectric and the gate electrode at least in part as
a mask, ion implanting n-type conductivity enhancing im-
purity into unmasked portions of the semiconductor sili-
con-comprising layer and the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form a pair of highest do-
pant concentration n-type source/drain regions compris-
ing the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer and the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, and forming
a floating body channel region between the pair, the float-
ing body channel region comprising the semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer and the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer.
The method may comprise epitaxially growing a semi-
conductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising material outwardly from
the silicon-comprising pair of highest dopant concentra-
tion n-type source/drain regions to form elevated
source/drain portions comprising the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising material.
[0024] The forming of the semiconductor
SixGe(1_X)-comprising layer may form the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to be received directly phys-
ically contacting against the insulator. Alternatively, the
forming forms the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer to not be received directly physically contacting
against the insulator. The semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer may be formed to be homogenous at least
regarding Ge concentration, or may be formed to not be
homogenous at least regarding Ge concentration. Form-
ing the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer may
comprise forming one portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to have a higher concentra-
tion of Ge than does another portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, the another portion being re-
ceived between the one portion and the insulator. Form-
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ing the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer may
comprise forming one portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to have a higher concentra-
tion of Ge than does another portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, the one portion being re-
ceived between the another portion and the insulator.
[0025] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a method of forming a floating body field-effect tran-
sistor, comprising: forming a semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer over an insulator; forming a
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer over and in direct
physical contact with the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer having greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of
Ge within the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer;
forming a gate dielectric and a gate electrode over the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer; using the gate
dielectric and the gate electrode at least in part as a mask,
etching into unmasked portions of the semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising layer and the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form a floating body chan-
nel region comprising the semiconductor silicon-com-
prising layer and the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer; and after the etching, epitaxially growing sem-
iconductive silicon-comprising material from laterally out-
ermost sidewalls of at least the silicon-comprising layer
to form a pair of source/drain regions.
[0026] The method of may comprise epitaxially grow-
ing semiconductive silicon-comprising material from lat-
erally outermost sidewalls of both the silicon-comprising
layer and the SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form the a
pair of source/drain regions. The method may comprise
epitaxially growing semiconductive silicon-comprising
material from laterally outermost sidewalls of only the
silicon-comprising layer to form the pair of source/drain
regions.
[0027] The forming of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer may form the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to be received directly phys-
ically contacting against the insulator, or to not be re-
ceived directly physically contacting against the insula-
tor. The method may comprise forming the semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer over another semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising layer, the semiconductor
SixGe(1_X)-comprising region having greater quantity of
Ge than any quantity of Ge within the another semicon-
ductor silicon-comprising region.
[0028] The method may comprise epitaxially growing
semiconductive silicon-comprising material from laterally
outermost sidewalls of the another silicon-comprising
layer and from the SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form the
pair of source/drain regions.
[0029] The method may comprise, prior to the etching,
forming first sidewall spacers over sidewalls of the gate
electrode; the etching comprising first etching through
the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer at least to the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer using the
gate dielectric, the gate electrode and the first sidewall

spacers at least in part as masking; the etching compris-
ing after the first etching, forming second sidewall spac-
ers over the first sidewall spacers and over sidewalls of
the etched through semiconductor silicon-comprising
layer; the etching comprising after forming the second
sidewall spacers, second etching through at least some
of the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer using
the gate dielectric, the gate electrode, the first sidewall
spacers, and the second sidewall spacers at least in part
as masking; after the second etching, forming insulative
material over sidewalls of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer; after forming the insulative
material, etching the second sidewall spacers to expose
sidewalls of the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer;
and after etching the second sidewall spacers to expose
sidewalls of the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer,
conducting said epitaxially growing.
[0030] The method may comprise: after the etching,
selectively etching a portion of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer relative to the semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer; forming insulative material in
place of the etched portion; and after forming the insula-
tive material, conducting said epitaxially growing.
[0031] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a method of forming a floating body field-effect tran-
sistor, comprising: forming a semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer over and in direct physical
contact with a semiconductor silicon-comprising material
that is received over an insulator; forming a semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising layer over and in direct physical
contact with the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer
having greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of Ge
within the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer; form-
ing a gate dielectric and a gate electrode over the sem-
iconductor silicon-comprising layer; and using the gate
dielectric and the gate electrode at least in part as a mask,
forming a pair of source/drain regions and forming a float-
ing body channel region between the pair or source/ drain
regions ; the floating body channel region comprising the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer, the semicon-
ductor SixGe(1_X)-comprising layer, and the semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising material.
[0032] Forming the pair of source/drain regions may
comprise etching the semiconductor silicon-comprising
layer, the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer,
and the semiconductor silicon-comprising material, and
thereafter epitaxially growing silicon- containing material
from sidewalls of the floating body channel region.
[0033] According to another related aspect there is pro-
vided a method of forming a floating body field-effect tran-
sistor, comprising: forming a semiconductor silicon-com-
prising layer over an insulator; forming a gate dielectric
and a gate electrode over the semiconductor silicon-com-
prising layer; using the gate dielectric and the gate elec-
trode at least in part as a mask, ion implanting n-type
conductivity enhancing impurity into unmasked portions
of the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer to form a
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pair of highest dopant concentration n-type source/drain
regions comprising the semiconductor silicon-compris-
ing layer, and forming a floating body channel region be-
tween the pair comprising the semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer; and epitaxially growing a semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising material outwardly from the pair
of highest dopant concentration n-type silicon-compris-
ing source/drain regions to form elevated source/drain
portions comprising the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising material.
According to another related aspect there is provided a
method of forming a floating body field-effect transistor,
comprising: forming a semiconductor first
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer over an insulator; forming a
semiconductor second SixGe(1_X)-comprising layer over
the semiconductor first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, the
second SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer having greater Ge
quantity than the first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer; forming
a semiconductor silicon-comprising layer over the sec-
ond SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, the second
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer having greater quantity of Ge
than any quantity of Ge within the semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer; forming a gate dielectric and a gate
electrode over the semiconductor silicon-comprising lay-
er; using the gate dielectric and the gate electrode at
least in part as a mask, etching into unmasked portions
of the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer, the sec-
ond SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer, and the first
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form a floating body chan-
nel region comprising at least the semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer and the first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer;
replacing at least some of the second SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer with insulative material; and after the replacing,
epitaxially growing semiconductive silicon-comprising
material from laterally outermost sidewalls of at least the
silicon-comprising layer and the first SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer to form a pair of source/drain regions.
According to another related aspect there is provided a
method of forming a floating body field-effect transistor,
comprising: forming a semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer and a semiconductor silicon-comprising layer
over an insulator; forming a gate dielectric and a gate
electrode over the semiconductor silicon-comprising lay-
er; using the gate dielectric and the gate electrode at
least in part as a mask, etching into unmasked portions
of the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer to form a floating
body channel region comprising the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the semiconductor sili-
con-comprising layer; after the etching, forming insula-
tive material over outermost lateral sidewalls of only one
of the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer of the floating
body channel region and not over the other of the sem-
iconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the semicon-
ductor silicon-comprising layer of the floating body chan-
nel region; and after forming the insulative material, epi-
taxially growing semiconductive silicon-comprising ma-

terial from outermost lateral sidewalls of the other of the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the sem-
iconductor silicon-comprising layer of the floating body
channel region to form a pair of source/drain regions.
According to another related aspect there is provided a
method of forming a floating body field-effect transistor,
comprising: forming a semiconductive material first re-
gion over an insulator, insulative material being received
contacting directly physically against laterally outermost
sidewalls of the first region; forming a semiconductive
material second region over and in direct physical contact
with the semiconductive material first region and over the
insulative material; forming a gate dielectric and a gate
electrode over the semiconductive material second re-
gion; using the gate dielectric and the gate electrode at
least in part as a mask, etching into unmasked portions
of the semiconductive material second region to the in-
sulative material to form a floating body channel region
comprising the semiconductive material first region and
the semiconductive material second region; and after the
etching, epitaxially growing semiconductive material
from laterally outermost sidewalls of at least the semi-
conductive material second region to form a pair of
source/drain regions. Forming the semiconductive first
region may comprise: depositing a silicon-comprising
material over the insulator; etching trenches into the sil-
icon-comprising material to the insulator; and filling the
trenches with the insulative material.
Forming the semiconductive material second region may
comprise epitaxial growth.
The method may comprise polishing the epitaxial grown
semiconductive material second region prior to forming
the gate dielectric thereover.
The method may comprise forming anisotropically
etched sidewall spacers over laterally outermost side-
walls of the gate electrode, and using said spacers at
least in part as said mask during said etching.
The pair of source/drain regions may be epitaxially grown
over the insulative material. The pair of source/drain re-
gions may be formed in direct physical contact with the
insulative material.
The pair of source/drain regions may be formed to com-
prise an elevated source/drain portion and a non-elevat-
ed source/drain portion.
The method may comprise forming the first region to have
a thickness which is greater than that of the second re-
gion.
Each of the first and second regions may be formed to
be void of Ge, or at least one of the first and second
regions may be formed to comprise Ge.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0034]

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a semi-
conductor substrate in process.
Fig. 2 is a view of the Fig. 1 substrate at a processing
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step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a view of the Fig. 2 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is a view of the Fig. 3 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 is a view of the Fig. 4 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 7 is a view of the Fig. 6 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 9 is a view of the Fig. 8 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 10 is a view of the Fig. 9 substrate at a processing
step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 11 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 12 is a view of the Fig. 11 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 13 is a view of the Fig. 12 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 14 is a view of the Fig. 13 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 15 is a view of the Fig. 14 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 16 is a view of the Fig. 15 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 17 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 18 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 19 is a view of the Fig. 18 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 18.
Fig. 20 is a view of the Fig. 19 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 19.
Fig. 21 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 22 is a view of the Fig. 21 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 21.
Fig. 23 is a view of the Fig. 22 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 22.
Fig. 24 is a view of the Fig. 23 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 23.
Fig. 25 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 26 is a view of the Fig. 25 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 25.
Fig. 27 is a view of the Fig. 26 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 26.
Fig. 28 is a view of the Fig. 27 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 27.
Fig. 29 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 30 is a view of the Fig. 29 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 29.
Fig. 31 is a view of the Fig. 30 substrate at a process-

ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 30.
Fig. 32 is a view of the Fig. 31 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 31.
Fig. 33 is a view of the Fig. 32 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 32.
Fig. 34 is a view of the Fig. 33 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 33.
Fig. 35 is a view of the Fig. 34 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 34.
Fig. 36 is a view of the Fig. 35 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 35.
Fig. 37 is a diagrammatic sectional view of another
semiconductor substrate in process.
Fig. 38 is a view of the Fig. 37 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 37.
Fig. 39 is a view of the Fig. 38 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 38.
Fig. 40 is a view of the Fig. 39 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 39.
Fig. 41 is a view of the Fig. 40 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 40.
Fig. 42 is a view of the Fig. 41 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 41.
Fig. 43 is a view of the Fig. 42 substrate at a process-
ing step subsequent to that shown in Fig. 42.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODI-
MENTS

[0035] Only the embodiments of figures 27 and 28 are
devices according to the present in invention as defined
in the claims. The other examples are useful for the un-
derstanding the invention.
[0036] Examples encompass methods of forming float-
ing body field-effect transistors, for example for use as
memory cells or in other circuitry, and floating body field-
effect transistors independent of method of fabrication,
also for example for use as memory cells or in other cir-
cuitry. Initial examples are described with reference to
Figs. 1-5.
[0037] Referring to Fig. 1, a semiconductor substrate
is indicated generally with reference numeral 10. In the
context of this document, the term "semiconductor sub-
strate" or "semiconductive substrate" is defined to mean
any construction comprising semiconductive material, in-
cluding, but not limited to, bulk semiconductive materials
such as a semiconductive wafer (either alone or in as-
semblies comprising other materials thereon), and sem-
iconductive material layers (either alone or in assemblies
comprising other materials). The term "substrate" refers
to any supporting structure, including, but not limited to,
the semiconductive substrates described above. Sub-
strate 10 is depicted as comprising a semiconductor re-
gion 12 having an insulator 14 formed thereover. An ex-
ample semiconductor material 12 is doped or undoped
monocrystalline silicon (including for example bulk
monocrystalline silicon), and an example insulator 14 is
silicon dioxide. By way of example only, a thickness range
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for insulator 14 is from about 30 Angstroms to about 5,000
Angstroms.
[0038] Referring to Fig. 2, a semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 has been formed over in-
sulator 14. Such might be provided by any existing or
yet-to-be developed manner. Existing examples may in-
clude physical vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposi-
tion, atomic layer deposition, and/or epitaxial deposition
or lateral overgrowth, and by way of examples only. One
specific manner of depositing a SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer 16 includes epitaxial growth wherein a suitable seed
layer is provided over insulator 14, with SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer 16 being epitaxially grown therefrom by us-
ing a silane and a germane as feed gases with the relative
portions thereof determining silicon and germanium con-
centration within SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16. By way
of example only, embodiments of the invention include
where x is at least 0.5, at least 0.7, no greater than 0.85,
no greater than 0.8, and from 0.7 to 0.85. Regardless,
Fig. 2 depicts an embodiment wherein semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 is formed to be received
directly physically contacting against insulator 14. Addi-
tional examples are contemplated wherein semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 is not received directly
physically contacting against insulator 14, and including
where some of the base of semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 contacts insulator 14 and
some does not. Further by way of example only, semi-
conductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 might be
formed to be homogenous at least regarding Ge concen-
tration, or formed to not be homogenous at least regard-
ing Ge concentration. Further by way of example only,
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 might be
formed to be entirely homogenous as respects all its com-
ponents.
[0039] Referring to Fig. 3, a semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer 18 has been formed over and in direct
physical contact with semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer 16. Semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer
16 has a greater quantity of Ge than any quantity of Ge
within semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18. Ac-
cordingly, semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18
may contain some quantity of Ge or may be void of Ge.
In the context of this document, "void of Ge" defines no
detectable Ge being present within a silicon-comprising
layer such as layer 18. In one embodiment, semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising layer 18 is void of Ge. In one em-
bodiment, semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18
comprises Ge, but ideally in considerably lower concen-
tration than present in SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16. Ex-
ample embodiments include Ge quantity in semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising layer 18 being less than about 10
atomic percent, less than about 1 atomic percent, less
than 0.1 atomic percent, and being void of Ge.
[0040] Referring to Fig. 4, a gate construction 20 has
been formed over semiconductor silicon-comprising lay-
er 18. Such is depicted as comprising a gate dielectric
22 having a conductive gate electrode 24 formed there-

over. Gate electrode 24 might comprise one or a combi-
nation of conductively doped semiconductive material,
elemental metal, alloys of elemental metals, and/or con-
ductive metal compounds. Further by way of example
only, an insulative cap over gate electrode 24 (not shown)
might be associated with gate construction 20. Gate con-
struction 20 is also depicted as comprising anisotropically
etched insulative sidewall spacers 26 formed about side-
walls of gate electrode 24 and gate dielectric 22. By way
of example only, LDD, halo, and/or other implants into
one or both of semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18
and SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 might be conducted
prior to or after formation of example anisotropically
etched insulative sidewall spacers 26.
[0041] Referring to Fig. 5, a pair of source/drain regions
28 and a floating body channel region 30 therebetween
have been formed using gate dielectric 22 and gate elec-
trode 24 at least in part as a mask. In the context of this
document, a source/drain region is any source region
and/or drain region of a field-effect transistor which will
function as one or both of a source and drain during cur-
rent flow through the channel region of the FET. Accord-
ingly, a source/drain region in operation might always
function as either a source or a drain of a field-effect
transistor, or circuitry construction and operation might
be provided wherein in some operational regimes a
source becomes a drain and a drain becomes a source.
In the context of this document, a floating body channel
region is that portion of the FET capable of operating as
a conductive channel upon suitable application of gate
voltage and which includes some portion thereof opera-
ble for a hole storage in a hole storage region whether
operating in a fully depleted or partially depleted mode.
[0042] Fig. 5 depicts an example wherein ion implant-
ing of n-type conductivity enhancing impurity has been
conducted into unmasked portions of semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising layer 18 and semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 to form a pair of highest
dopant concentration n-type source/drain regions 28 us-
ing gate dielectric 22 and gate electrode 24 at least in
part as a mask during such ion implanting. In the depicted
example, insulative sidewall spacers 26 have also effec-
tively been used at least in part as a mask during such
implanting. Additional masking might also be used. Re-
gardless, in the Figs. 1-5 examples, a pair of highest do-
pant concentration n-type source/drain regions 28 com-
prises both semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18
and SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 which have been suit-
ably highly conductively doped to be capable of function-
ing as source/drain regions. Floating body channel region
30 comprises semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18
and SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16.
[0043] Accordingly and by way of example only, Fig. 5
depicts one example floating body field-effect transistor
32. Such comprises a pair of source/drain regions 28
having a floating body channel region 30 received ther-
ebetween. Source/drain regions 28 and floating body
channel region 30 are received over an insulator 14. A
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gate electrode 24 is received proximate floating body
channel region 30, with "proximate" in the context of this
document requiring being in operable closeness to a
floating body channel region to enable operation of the
field-effect transistor to selectively cause current flow
through some portion of
the channel region. A gate dielectric 22 is received be-
tween gate electrode 24 and floating body channel region
30.
[0044] Floating body channel region 30 comprises a
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 and a
semiconductor silicon-comprising region 18 received be-
tween semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16
and gate dielectric 22. Semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising region 16 has greater quantity of Ge than any
quantity of Ge within semiconductor silicon-comprising
region 18 as explained fully above.
[0045] In one example, SixGe(1-x)-comprising region
16 has a thickness of at least 20 Angstroms, and in one
embodiment has a thickness of from about 100 Ang-
stroms to about 600 Angstroms. In one example wherein
the transistor is partially depleted in operation, semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 has a thickness
of from about 300 Angstroms to about 600 Angstroms.
In one example wherein the transistor is fully depleted in
operation, semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region
16 has a thickness of from about 100 Angstroms to about
300 Angstroms. In one example where semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 has a thickness of from
about 20 Angstroms to about 50 Angstroms, x is from
0.5 to 0.6.
[0046] In one example, SixGe(1-x)-comprising region
16 has a thickness which is from about 25% to about
75% of total thickness of floating body channel region
30. Semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 may
have a thickness which is about equal to, less than, or
greater than (as shown) that of semiconductor silicon-
comprising region 18. Semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising region 16 and semiconductor silicon-comprising
region 18 might be provided to have the same maximum
widths, or different maximum widths. For example and
by way of example only, Fig. 5 depicts semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 having a greater maxi-
mum width 34 than a maximum width 36 of semiconduc-
tor silicon-comprising region 18. This size relationship
might of course be reversed, or the maximum widths
made equal.
[0047] Without being limited to any advantages or the-
ory of operation, constructions as provided above and in
certain embodiments below might enhance floating body
field-effect transistor operation. For example, the band
gap offset between SixGe(1-x) and silicon (that has low
or no Ge content) lies in the valence band with type II
alignment, thereby forming a SixGe(1-x) potential well for
excessive holes which as a result of channel hot electron
impact ionization are stored in the bottom SixGe(1-x) po-
tential well. Further, a smaller source/drain junction in a
thin SixGe(1-x)-comprising floating body channel might be

provided and result in less hole dissipation and longer
refresh time than in a floating body channel region the
entirety of which is homogenous and predominantly com-
prises silicon, or in a floating body channel region which
is homogenous and predominantly comprises SixGe(1-x).
Further, the above attributes are applicable in both par-
tially depleted SOI and fully depleted SOI floating body
cells.
[0048] Further examples are next described with ref-
erence to Figs. 6 and 7. Like numerals from the above
first described examples are utilized where appropriate,
with differences being indicated with the suffix "a" or with
different numerals. Fig. 6 depicts a semiconductor sub-
strate 10a at a processing step subsequent to that de-
picted by Fig. 4 and alternate to that depicted by Fig. 5.
Fig. 6 depicts etching into unmasked portions of semi-
conductor silicon-comprising layer 18 and semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 using gate dielectric
22 and gate electrode 24 at least in part as a mask for
such etching. Such also depicts using anisotropically
etched insulative sidewall spacers 26 as masking for
such etching, and the forming of floating body channel
region 30a which comprises semiconductor silicon-com-
prising layer 18 and semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer 16. In Fig. 6 and for purposes of the continuing
discussion, such can be considered as comprising re-
spective laterally outermost sidewalls 37.
[0049] After the etching, semiconductive silicon-com-
prising material is epitaxially grown from laterally outer-
most sidewalls of at least the silicon-comprising layer to
form a pair of source/drain regions. Fig. 7 depicts one
example wherein semiconductive silicon-comprising ma-
terial 39 has been epitaxially grown from laterally outer-
most sidewalls 37 of both silicon-comprising layer 18 and
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 to form a pair of
source/drain regions 38. Semiconductive silicon-com-
prising material 39 might comprise any of the materials
described above with respect to layers 18 and 16, and
ideally includes low Ge quantity or is void of Ge as de-
scribed above. Regardless and further in the depicted
example Fig. 7 , pair of source/drain regions 38 can be
considered as respectively comprising an elevated
source/drain portion 40 and a non-elevated source/drain
portion 42.
[0050] Further examples are next described with ref-
erence to Figs. 8-10 with respect to a semiconductor sub-
strate 10b. Like numerals from the first described exam-
ple have been utilized where appropriate, with differenc-
es being indicated with a suffix "b" or with different nu-
merals. Fig. 8 depicts alternate processing to that depict-
ed at least in Fig. 4. In Fig. 8, another semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer 44 has been provided to be re-
ceived between semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer 16 and insulator 14. Semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer 16 is provided to have greater quantity of
Ge than any quantity of Ge within such another semicon-
ductor silicon-comprising layer 44. Accordingly, example
attributes as respects Ge quantity in layer 44 are the
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same as that described above with respect to semicon-
ductor silicon-comprising layer 18, although layer 18 and
44 may have different respective Ge quantities, if any.
By way of example only, a thickness range for layer 44
is from about 20 Angstroms to about 100 Angstroms.
Further and regardless, Fig. 8 depicts an example where-
in semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 is not
received directly physically contacting against insulator
14.
[0051] Processing may occur subsequent to Fig. 8 in
accordance with Fig. 5 and/or Figs. 6-7, or otherwise, in
fabrication of a floating body channel region. By way of
example only, Fig. 9 depicts processing corresponding
to that of Fig. 6 in formation of a floating body channel
region 30b. Fig. 10 depicts processing corresponding to
that of Fig. 7 in the fabrication of a pair of source/drain
regions 38.
[0052] Further examples of the invention are next de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 11-16. Fig. 11 depicts
processing of the Fig. 4 substrate to produce an alternate
construction to that depicted by Fig. 6 in conjunction with
a semiconductor substrate 10c. Like numerals from the
first described examples have been utilized where ap-
propriate, with differences being indicated with the suffix
"c" or with different numerals. In the context of Fig. 11,
anisotropically etched sidewall spacers 26 might be con-
sidered as first sidewall spacers formed over sidewalls
of gate electrode 24. Figs. 11-16 depict an example
wherein etching occurs into unmasked portions of the
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer and the semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer to form a floating body
channel region comprising such layers using the gate
dielectric and the gate electrode at least in part as a mask.
Fig. 11 illustrates first etching having been conducted
through semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18 at
least to semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 us-
ing gate dielectric 22, gate electrode 24, and first sidewall
spacers 26 at least in part as masking during such etch-
ing. Such might, by way of example only, be conducted
as a timed etch, or an etching chemistry selected to se-
lectively etch silicon-comprising layer 18 selectively rel-
ative to SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16. Example selec-
tive etching chemistries for doing so include plasma using
either a SF6, H2, and CF4 mixture or a CF4, CH2F2, N2,
and 02 mixture.
[0053] Referring to Fig. 12, second sidewall spacers
48 have been formed over first sidewall spacers 26 and
over sidewalls of etched-through semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer 18. An example technique for doing so
includes deposition and maskless anisotropic etch. In
one example, second sidewall spacers 48 are ideally se-
lectively etchable relative to first sidewall spacers 26.
[0054] Referring to Fig. 13, a second etching has been
conducted, this time through at least some of semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 using gate dielec-
tric 22, gate electrode 24, first sidewall spacers 26, and
second sidewall spacers 48 at least in part as masking
during such etching. Fig. 13 depicts one example wherein

SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 is completely etched
through to insulator 14, and forms a floating body channel
region 30c.
[0055] Referring to Fig. 14, insulative material 50 has
been formed over sidewalls of semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16. An example technique for
doing so includes exposure to oxidizing conditions effec-
tive to thermally oxidize such sidewalls, thereby forming
an insulative silicon-germanium oxide material. An ex-
ample lateral thickness range for insulative material 50
is from about 30 Angstroms to about 300 Angstroms.
[0056] Referring to Fig. 15, second sidewall spacers
48 (not shown) have been etched to expose sidewalls of
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 18. Where, for
example, insulative material 50 comprises a silicon-ger-
manium oxide, first spacers 26 comprise silicon dioxide,
and second spacers 48 comprise silicon nitride, an ex-
ample etching to produce the Fig. 15 construction in-
cludes a mixture of H3PO4 and H2O heated to from about
150°C to about 180°C.
[0057] Referring to Fig. 16, semiconductive silicon-
comprising material 39 has been epitaxially grown from
laterally outermost sidewalls of only silicon-comprising
layer 18 (since sidewalls of semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16 are covered with insulator
50) to form a pair of source/drain regions 38c.
[0058] Accordingly and by way of example only, Figs.
5, 7, and 10 depict examples wherein semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 of a respective floating
body channel region comprises laterally outermost side-
walls which directly physically contact against the respec-
tive source/drain regions. On the other hand, Fig. 16 de-
picts an example wherein semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising region 16 of a floating body channel region com-
prises laterally outermost sidewalls which do not directly
physically contact against the source/drain regions. For
example and by way of example only, the Fig. 16 depicts
insulative material 50 being received between at least
some of the laterally outermost sidewalls of the semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 and the
source/drain regions 38c, with Fig. 16 more specifically
illustrating insulative material 50 being received between
all of the laterally outermost sidewalls of the semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 16 and the
source/drain regions 38c.
[0059] Further examples are next described with ref-
erence to Fig. 17 with respect to a semiconductor sub-
strate 10d. Like numerals from the above-described ex-
amples are utilized where appropriate, with differences
being indicated with the suffix "d" or with different numer-
als. Fig. 17 depicts processing subsequent to that de-
picted by Fig. 5, although such Fig. 17 processing could
be conducted subsequent to any of that depicted by Figs.
7, 10, or 16, by way of examples only. In Fig. 17, a sem-
iconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising material 54 has been
epitaxially grown outwardly from silicon-comprising pair
of highest dopant concentration n-type source/drain re-
gions 28 to form elevated source/drain portions 55 com-
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prising semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising material.
SixGe(1-x)-comprising material 54 might be the same or
different in composition from that of SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer 16 described above. In one embodiment, Ge quan-
tity in elevated source/drain portions 55 is greater than
any quantity of Ge within non-elevated source/drain por-
tions 28. In one example, non-elevated source/drain por-
tions 28 are void of Ge. Regardless in one example, non-
elevated source/drain portions 28 comprise silicon.
[0060] Without being limited by any theory of invention
or operation, elevated source/drain portions comprising
the stated SixGe(1-x)-comprising material as part of the
source/drain regions may help increase probability of
programming by impact ionization in excessive hole ac-
cumulation in a SixGe(1-x)-comprising region of a floating
body channel region. Band bending can increase in the
overlap region as to increase tunneling from the valence
band via gate induced drain leakage, and also possibly
help excessive hole generation during programming.
[0061] Further examples of the invention are next de-
scribed in connection with Figs. 18-20. Like numerals
from the above-described embodiments have been uti-
lized where appropriate, with differences being indicated
with the suffix "e" or with different numerals. Fig. 18 de-
picts a semiconductor substrate 10e largely in accord-
ance with the example Fig. 17 processing. However as
with Fig. 17, processing in connection with source/drain
fabrication in production of the examples of Figs. 7, 10
and/or 16, or otherwise, is also contemplated in the con-
text of Fig. 18.
[0062] In Fig. 18, a semiconductor silicon-comprising
layer 60 has been formed over insulator 14. Composition
of layer 60 in certain examples is in accordance with com-
position of layer 18 as described above. Accordingly,
such may comprise Ge, or may be void of Ge. Regard-
less, example gate construction 20 is depicted as being
formed thereover.
[0063] Referring to Fig. 19, n-type conductivity en-
hancing impurity has been ion implanted into unmasked
portions of semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 60 to
form a pair of highest dopant concentration n-type
source/drain regions 28e comprising semiconductor sil-
icon-comprising layer 60 using gate dielectric 22 and gate
electrode 24 at least in part as a mask during such ion
implanting. A floating body channel region 30e is formed
between pair of source/drain regions 28e, and comprises
semiconductor silicon-comprising layer 60.
[0064] Referring to Fig. 20, semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising material 54 has been epitaxially
grown outwardly from pair of highest dopant concentra-
tion n-type silicon-comprising source/drain regions 28e
to form elevated source/drain portions 55 which comprise
semiconductor Si,Geo_,0-comprising material. Accord-
ingly by way of example only, and further independent
of method, Fig. 20 depicts an example floating body field-
effect transistor 32e comprising a pair of source/drain
regions 28e/55 having a floating body channel region 30e
received therebetween. Source/drain regions 28e/55

and floating body channel region 30e are received over
an insulator 14. A gate electrode 24 is received proximate
floating body channel region 30e, with a gate dielectric
22 being received between gate electrode 24 and floating
body channel region 30e. Each of the pair of source/drain
regions 28e/55 comprises an elevated source/drain por-
tion 55 and a non-elevated source/drain portion 28e. The
elevated source/drain portions comprise SixGe(1-x). Non-
elevated source/drain portions 28e comprise highest do-
pant concentration portions comprising silicon. Ge quan-
tity in elevated source/drain portions 55 is greater than
any quantity of Ge within the highest dopant concentra-
tion portions of non-elevated silicon-comprising
source/drain portion 28e. Examples are next described
in connection with Figs. 21-24 in connection with a sem-
iconductor substrate 10f. Like numerals from the above-
described examples are utilized where appropriate, with
differences being indicated with the suffix "f" or with dif-
ferent numerals. Fig. 21 is similar to the in-process ex-
ample of Fig. 3, however with a SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer 16f not being homogenous at least regarding Ge
concentration. For example, Fig. 21 depicts one portion
62 intended to designate a different Ge concentration
from that of another portion 64 of SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer 16f. For example, portion 62 might have higher Ge
concentration than portion 64, or portion 64 might have
higher concentration Ge than portion 62. Further, a grad-
ual or other different gradient in Ge concentration across
the thickness of SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16f may be
used.
[0065] Figs. 22 and 23 illustrate subsequent process-
ing occurring which corresponds to that of Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. Alternately by way of example only,
processing in accordance with any of the other above-
described embodiments might also be conducted. Fig.
24 depicts processing subsequent to that of Fig. 23 cor-
responding in accordance with processing depicted by
Fig. 17. Alternately by way of example only, processing
in accordance with any of the other above-described ex-
amples might also be conducted.
[0066] Without being limited by any theory of invention
or operation, in one example germanium concentration
in portion 64 is provided to be higher than germanium
concentration in portion 62. Such might facilitate displac-
ing hole quantity slightly away from insulator 14 to sep-
arate such holes from defects inherently occurring at an
interface of a semiconductive material such as silicon
with insulator 14. Further, a germanium concentration
gradient may help control carrier lifetime within the float-
ing body channel for retention improvement. Examples
and embodiments of the invention are next described
with reference to Figs. 25-28 in connection with a semi-
conductor substrate 10g. Like numerals from the above-
described examples are utilized where appropriate, with
differences being indicated with the suffix "g" or with dif-
ferent numerals. Fig. 25 depicts processing of the Fig.
22 substrate alternate to that depicted by Fig. 23. For
example and by way of example only, Fig. 25 depicts
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previous formation of a semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer 64 over and in direct physical contact with
a semiconductor silicon-comprising material 62 that is
received over an insulator 14. Semiconductor silicon-
comprising material 62 in one example comprises Ge,
and might be considered as a first SixGe(1-x)-comprising
layer. In one example, Ge concentration in semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64 is of greater concen-
tration than any Ge concentration in silicon-comprising
layer 62, and in one example semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64 might be considered as a
second SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64. A semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer 18 has been formed over and in
direct physical contact with semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64. The semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64 has greater quantity of Ge
than any quantity of Ge within semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer 18. Example gate construction 20 has
been formed over semiconductor silicon-comprising lay-
er 18.
[0067] Fig. 25 also depicts etching having been con-
ducted into unmasked portions of semiconductor silicon-
comprising layer 18, second SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer
64, and first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 62 to form a float-
ing body channel region 30g comprising at least semi-
conductor silicon-comprising layer 18 and first
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 62.
[0068] Referring to Fig. 26, at least some of second
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64 has been etched selec-
tively relative to first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 62,
thereby leaving the depicted gap. The depicted structure
would be supported at opposite ends on portions re-
ceived into and out of the plane of the page upon which
Fig. 26 appears. Example etching a higher concentration
Ge-comprising silicon-germanium material relative to
lower germanium or no germanium concentration silicon-
comprising material includes using an HF, HNO3, H2O
solution or a CH3COOH, H202, HF, H2O solution, or using
CF4, CF2C12, and HBr plasmas.
[0069] Referring to Fig. 27, insulative material 68 has
been provided to replace at least some of second
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 64 (not shown) which was re-
moved. An example technique for doing so comprises
thermal oxidation of one or both of materials 18 and 62.
An example thickness range for insulative material 68 is
from about 20 Angstroms to about 250 Angstroms. Re-
gardless, outer sidewalls of material 18 and 62 are ulti-
mately outwardly exposed as shown in Fig. 27, with Fig.
28 depicting subsequent epitaxial growth of a semicon-
ductive silicon-comprising material 70 from laterally out-
ermost sidewalls of at least the silicon-comprising layer
18 and first SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 62 to form a pair
of source/drain regions 71 Not being limited by any theory
of invention or operation, a thin insulative layer 68 pro-
vided as described in the Fig. 28 embodiment might fur-
ther isolate excessive holes which are stored in a bottom
silicon-germanium-comprising buried channel region
and reduce dissipation and thereby perhaps enhance

charge retention.
[0070] Further examples are next described in connec-
tion with Figs. 29-36 with respect to a semiconductor sub-
strate 10h. Like numerals from the above-described em-
bodiments are utilized where appropriate, with differenc-
es being indicated with a suffix "h" or with different nu-
merals. Referring to Fig. 29, a semiconductor first silicon-
comprising layer 72 has been formed over insulator 14.
Composition and dimensional parameters of first silicon-
comprising layer 72 can, by way of example only, be the
same as those described above with respect to layer 18
of the first-described example. A semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74 has been formed over first
silicon-comprising layer 72. Composition can, by way of
example only, be the same as that described above in
connection with SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 16. An ex-
ample thickness range for semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74 is from about 20 Ang-
stroms to about 250 Angstroms. A semiconductor second
silicon-comprising layer 76 is formed over semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74. By way of example only,
composition for second silicon-comprising layer 76 may
be the same as that described above with respect to layer
18, although layers 72 and 76 of course need not be, but
may he, of the same composition. An example thickness
range for layer 76 is from 20 Angstroms to 250 Ang-
stroms.
[0071] Referring to Fig. 30, an example gate construc-
tion 20 has been formed over second silicon-comprising
layer 76.
[0072] Referring to Fig. 31, etching has been conduct-
ed into unmasked portions of second silicon-comprising
layer 76 and semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer
74 at least to an outer surface of first silicon-comprising
layer 72. Such might be conducted by a timed etch, or
an etch at least through semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-com-
prising layer 74 which is substantially selective to semi-
conductor first silicon-comprising layer 72.
[0073] Referring to Fig. 32, second spacers 48h have
been formed over first spacers 26 and laterally outermost
sidewalls of first silicon-comprising layer 76 and
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74.
[0074] Referring to Fig. 33, etching is continued this
time into first silicon-comprising layer 72 at least using
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74, second
silicon-comprising layer 76, second sidewall spacers
48h, first sidewall spacers 26, gate dielectric 22, and gate
electrode 24 as a mask during such etching. As depicted,
such etching is in one example completely through first
silicon-comprising layer 72 to insulator 14. In one exam-
ple, such thereby forms a floating body channel region
30h.
Referring to example Fig. 34, insulative material 50h has
been formed over outermost lateral sidewalls of first sil-
icon-comprising layer 72.
[0075] Referring to Fig. 35, second sidewall spacers
48h (not shown) have been removed to expose outer
lateral sidewalls of second silicon-comprising layer 76
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and semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer 74 of
floating body channel region 30h.
[0076] Referring to Fig. 36, semiconductive silicon-
comprising material 39 has been epitaxially grown from
outermost lateral sidewalls of second silicon-comprising
layer 76 and semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer
74 of floating body channel region 30h to form a pair of
source/drain regions 38h.
Without being limited by any theory of invention or oper-
ation, such might facilitate excess hole storage within the
floating body channel region, and reduce excessive hole
dissipation to the source/drains, thereby lengthening re-
quired refresh time.
[0077] Regardless, and by way of example only, Fig.
36 depicts an example floating body field-effect transistor
32h comprising a pair of source/drain regions 38h having
a floating body channel region 30h received therebe-
tween. The source/drain regions 38h and floating body
channel region 30h are received over an insulator 14. A
gate electrode 24 is provided proximate floating body
channel region 30h, with a gate dielectric 22 being re-
ceived between gate electrode 24 and floating body
channel region 30h. Floating body channel region 30h
comprises a semiconductor first silicon-comprising re-
gion 72, a semiconductor second silicon-comprising re-
gion 76, and a semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion 74 received between region 76 and 72. Semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 74 has greater quan-
tity of Ge than any quantity of Ge within each of semi-
conductor first and second silicon-comprising regions 72,
76, respectively.
[0078] Semiconductor first silicon-comprising region
72 is received directly physically contacting against in-
sulator 14, and comprises laterally outermost sidewalls.
An insulative material 50h is received between at least
some of such laterally outermost sidewalls and
source/drain regions 38h. In one example, first and sec-
ond silicon-comprising regions 72, 76, respectively, are
void of Ge. In one example, semiconductor first and sec-
ond silicon-comprising region 72, 76, respectively, con-
sists essentially of p-doped silicon. In one example, sec-
ond silicon-comprising region 76 and semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region 74 comprise laterally outer-
most sidewalls which directly physically contact against
source/drain regions 38h.
[0079] In one example, a method of forming a floating
body field-effect transistor includes forming a semicon-
ductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and a semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer over an insulator. Either might
be formed before the other. Regardless, a gate dielectric
and a gate electrode are formed over the semiconductor
silicon-comprising layer. Using the gate dielectric and the
gate electrode at least in part as a mask, etching is con-
ducted into unmasked portions of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the semiconductor sili-
con-comprising layer to form a floating body channel re-
gion comprising the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-compris-
ing layer and the semiconductor silicon-comprising layer.

By way of example only, Figs. 13 and 32/33 depict ex-
emplary such processings.
[0080] Insulative material is formed over outermost lat-
eral sidewalls of only one of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the semiconductor sili-
con-comprising layer of the floating body channel region
and not over the other of the semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the semiconductor sili-
con-comprising layer of the floating body channel region.
By way of example only, Figs. 14 and 34 depict such
processing. After such formation of insulative material,
semiconductive silicon-comprising material is epitaxially
grown from outermost lateral sidewalls of the other of the
semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising layer and the sem-
iconductor silicon-comprising layer of the floating body
channel region to form a pair of source/drain regions.
Again by way of example only, Figs. 16 and 36 depict
exemplary such processing.
[0081] Further examples are next described in con-
junction with Figs. 37-43 with respect to a semiconductor
substrate 10m. Like numerals from the above-described
embodiments are utilized where appropriate, with differ-
ences being indicated with the suffix "m" or with different
numerals. Referring to Fig. 37, a semiconductive material
first region 80 has been formed over insulator 14. By way
of examples only, composition for the same might be
either of that described above in connection with layers
16 and 18 in the first-described examples. Accordingly
and in but one example, first region 80 comprises a sili-
con-comprising material which has been deposited over
insulator 14, and in one example in direct physical contact
therewith.
[0082] Referring to Fig. 38, trenches 81 and 82 have
been etched into silicon-comprising material 80 to insu-
lator 14.
[0083] Referring to Fig. 39, trenches 81 and 82 have
been filled with insulative material 84. Example materials
84 include doped or undoped silicon dioxide, and/or sil-
icon nitride. An example manner of forming the construc-
tion of Fig. 39 is by deposition of material 84 effective to
overfill trenches 81 and 82, followed by chemical me-
chanical polishing thereof at least to an outer surface of
semiconductive material first region 80. For purposes of
the continuing discussion, first region 80 can be consid-
ered as comprising laterally outermost sidewalls 85 hav-
ing insulative material 84 received contacting directly
physically there-against. Such provides but one example
method of forming a semiconductive material first region
80 over an insulator 14, where insulative material 84 is
received contacting directly physically against laterally
outermost sidewalls 85 of first region 80. Any alternate
example manner of forming the same might also be uti-
lized, and whether existing or yet-to-be developed.
[0084] Referring to example Fig. 40, a semiconductive
material second region 86 has been formed over and in
direct physical contact with semiconductive material first
region 80 and over insulative material 84. Again, example
materials for semiconductive second material second re-
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gion 86 are either of those as described above in con-
nections with layers 16 and 18 of the first-described ex-
ample. Alternate materials are, of course, contemplated.
Regardless, materials 80 and 86 might be of the same
composition, or of different composition. Further, respec-
tive materials 80 and 86 might be homogenous or non-
homogenous. One manner of forming semiconductive
material second region 86 is by epitaxial growth. For ex-
ample, a seed layer can be deposited at least over insu-
lative material 84, with material 86 being epitaxially grown
therefrom and from semiconductive material first region
80. In one example and after such growth, semiconduc-
tive material second region 86 might be polished, for ex-
ample by chemical mechanical polishing. Regardless,
Fig. 40 depicts a gate dielectric 88 as having been formed
over semiconductive material second region 86. An ex-
ample material is thermally grown silicon dioxide.
[0085] Referring to Fig. 41, a gate construction 89 has
been formed. Such is depicted as comprising a gate elec-
trode 90 comprised of conductive layers 91 and 92. By
way of example only, conductive layer 92 might comprise
conductively doped polysilicon, while conductive layer
91 might comprise one or a combination of a refractory
metal and/or a refractory metal silicide. Gate construction
89 is also depicted as comprising anisotropically etched
insulative sidewall spacers 93 which have been formed
over laterally outermost sidewalls of gate electrode 90.
An insulative cap (not shown) might also of course be
formed.
[0086] Referring to Fig. 42, etching has been conduct-
ed into unmasked portions of semiconductive material
second region 86 to insulative material 84 to form a float-
ing body channel region 30m comprising semiconductive
material first region 80 and semiconductive material sec-
ond region 86. Such etching has been conducted using
gate dielectric 88 and gate electrode 90 at least in part
as a mask for such etching. In the depicted example,
anisotropically etched sidewall spacers 93 have also
been used as a mask during such etching, with semicon-
ductive material second region 86 being unmasked first
by the etching of gate dielectric 88. For purposes of the
continuing discussion, semiconductive material second
region 86 can be considered as comprising laterally out-
ermost sidewalls 94.
[0087] Referring to Fig. 43, semiconductive material
has been epitaxially grown from laterally outermost side-
walls 94 of at least semiconductive material second re-
gion 86 to form a pair of source/drain regions 96. In one
example and as shown, pair of source/drain regions 96
are epitaxially grown over insulative material 84 and in
one example in direct physical contact therewith. Each
source/drain region 96 in one example, and as shown,
is formed to comprise an elevated source/drain portion
97 and a non-elevated source/drain portion 98. In one
example, source/drain regions comprise silicon, with ex-
ample materials being as described above in connection
with source/drain regions 38 of the example Fig. 7 em-
bodiment.

[0088] Fig. 43 also depicts an example floating body
field-effect transistor 100 independent of method of fab-
rication. In one such example, such comprises a pair of
source/drain regions 96 having a floating body channel
region 30m received therebetween. Source/drain re-
gions 96 and floating body channel region 30m are re-
ceived over an insulator 14. A gate electrode 90 is re-
ceived proximate floating body channel region 30m, with
a gate dielectric 88 being received between gate elec-
trode 90 and floating body channel region 30m. Such
floating body channel region comprises first and second
regions 80 and 86, respectively, with second region 86
being received elevationally between gate dielectric 88
and first region 80. First region 80 comprises laterally
outermost sidewalls 85, with insulative material 84 being
received contacting directly physically against laterally
outermost sidewalls 85 of first region 80. In one example,
first region 80 has a thickness which is greater than that
of second region 86. In one example, each of first and
second regions 80 and 86 is void of Ge. Yet in one ex-
ample, at least one of first and second regions 80 and
86, respectively, comprises Ge. One or both of regions
80 and 86 might form hole storage volume. In one exam-
ple, region 80 comprises hole storage volume and in one
example an elevationally inward portion thereof. Region
80 may comprise SixGe(1-x) for example in any of the
orientations, positions, and/or concentrations as de-
scribed above and with or without other silicon-compris-
ing material as also described above.

Claims

1. A floating body field effect transistor (32g) compris-
ing:

a pair of source/drain regions (71) having a float-
ing body channel region (30g, 62, 68, 18) re-
ceived therebetween, the source/drain regions
(71) and the floating body channel region (30g,
62, 68, 18) being received directly on an insula-
tor (14);
a gate electrode (24) over the floating body
channel region (30g, 62, 68, 18);
a gate dielectric (22) received between the gate
electrode and the floating body channel region
(30g, 62, 68, 18);

the floating body channel region (30g, 62, 68, 18)
comprising:

a semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region
(62), said semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising
region (62) being received directly on said insu-
lator (14) and extending from one of the pair of
source/drain regions (71) to the other of the pair
of source/drain regions (71);
a semiconductor silicon-comprising region (18)
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received over said semiconductor
SixGe(1-x)-comprising region (62) and extending
from one of the pair of souce/drain region (71)
to the other of the pair of source/drain regions
(71); wherein the semiconductor SixGe(1-
x)-comprising region (62) has having a greater
quantity of Ge than any quantity of Ge within the
semiconductor silicon-comprising region (18),
characterized in that the floating body field-ef-
fect transistor comprises an insulating material
region (68) received directly on the semiconduc-
tor SixGe(1-x)-comprising region (62), the insu-
lating material region (68) extending from one
of the pair of source/drain regions (71) to the
other of the pair of source/drain regions (71),
and in that said semiconductor silicon-compris-
ing region (18) is received directly on said insu-
lating material region (68).

2. The floating body field-effect transistor of claim 1
wherein the semiconductor silicon-comprising re-
gion (18) is void of Ge.

3. The floating body field-effect transistor of claim 1
wherein the semiconductor silicon-comprising re-
gion (18) comprises Ge.

4. The floating body field-effect transistor of claim 1
wherein the semiconductor SixGe(1-x)-comprising re-
gion (62) and the semiconductor silicon-comprising
region (18) have the same maximum widths.

5. The floating body field-effect transistor of claim 3
wherein Ge quantity in the semiconductor silicon-
comprising region (18) is less than 10 atomic per
cent.

6. The floating body field-effect transistor of claim 5
wherein Ge quantity in the semiconductor silicon-
comprising region (18) is less than 1 atomic per cent.

Patentansprüche

1. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor (32g), umfas-
send:

ein Paar von Source/Drain-Regionen (71) mit
einer dazwischen aufgenommenen Floating-
Body-Kanalregion (30g, 62, 68, 18), wobei die
Source/Drain-Regionen (71) und die Floating-
Body-Kanalregion (30g, 62, 68, 18) direkt auf
einem Isolator (14) aufgenommen sind;
eine Gate-Elektrode (24) über der Floating-Bo-
dy-Kanalregion (30g, 62, 68, 18);
ein Gate-Dielektrikum (22), das zwischen der
Gate-Elektrode und der Floating-Body-Kanalre-
gion (30g, 62, 68, 18) aufgenommen ist;

wobei die Floating-Body-Kanalregion (30g, 62,
68, 18) umfasst:

eine SixGe(1-x) umfassende Halbleiterregi-
on (62), wobei die SixGe(1-x) umfassende
Halbleiterregion (62) direkt auf dem Isolator
(14) aufgenommen ist und sich von einer
aus dem Paar von Source/Drain-Regionen
(71) zur anderen aus dem Paar von Sour-
ce/Drain-Regionen (71) erstreckt;
eine Silizium umfassende Halbleiterregion
(18), die über der SixGe(1-x) umfassenden
Halbleiterregion (62) aufgenommen ist und
sich von einer aus dem Paar von Sour-
ce/Drain-Regionen (71) zur anderen aus
dem Paar von Source/Drain-Regionen (71)
erstreckt;
worin die SixGe(1-x) umfassende Halbleiter-
region (62) eine größere Ge-Menge als jeg-
liche Ge-Menge innerhalb der Silizium um-
fassenden Halbleiterregion (18) hat,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Floa-
ting-Body-Feldeffekttransistor eine Isolier-
materialregion (68) umfasst, die direkt auf
der SixGe(1-x) umfassenden Halbleiterregi-
on (62) aufgenommen ist, wobei sich die
Isoliermaterialregion (68) von einer aus
dem Paar von Source/Drain-Regionen (71)
zur anderen aus dem Paar von Sour-
ce/Drain-Regionen (71) erstreckt, und da-
durch, dass die Silizium umfassende Halb-
leiterregion (18) direkt auf der Isoliermate-
rialregion (68) aufgenommen ist.

2. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor nach Anspruch
1, worin die Silizium umfassende Halbleiterregion
(18) frei von Ge ist.

3. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor nach Anspruch
1, worin die Silizium umfassende Halbleiterregion
(18) Ge umfasst.

4. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor nach Anspruch
1, worin die SixGe(1-x) umfassende Halbleiterregion
(62) und die Silizium umfassende Halbleiterregion
(18) die gleichen maximalen Breiten haben.

5. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor nach Anspruch
3, worin die Ge-Menge in der Silizium umfassenden
Halbleiterregion (18) kleiner als 10 Atomprozent ist.

6. Floating-Body-Feldeffekttransistor nach Anspruch
5, worin die Ge-Menge in der Silizium umfassenden
Halbleiterregion (18) kleiner als 1 Atomprozent ist.
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Revendications

1. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant (32g)
comprenant :

une paire de régions source/drain (71) entre les-
quelles est logée une région de canal en corps
flottant (30g, 62, 68, 18), les régions sour-
ce/drain (71) et la région de canal en corps flot-
tant (30g, 62, 68, 18) étant logées directement
au-dessus d’un isolant (14) ;
une électrode de grille (24) sur la région de canal
en corps flottant (30g, 62, 68, 18) ;
un diélectrique de grille (22) logé entre l’électro-
de de grille et la région de canal en corps flottant
(30g, 62, 68, 18) ;
la région de canal en corps flottant (30g, 62, 68,
18) comprenant :

une région semi-conductrice comportant du
SixGe(1-x) (62), ladite région semi-conduc-
trice comportant du SixGe(1-x) (62) étant lo-
gée directement au-dessus dudit isolant
(14) et s’étendant depuis l’une de la paire
de régions source/drain (71) jusqu’à l’autre
de la paire de régions source/drain (71) ;
une région semi-conductrice comportant du
silicium (18) logée au-dessus de ladite ré-
gion semi-conductrice comportant du
SixGe(1-x) (62) et s’étendant depuis l’une de
la paire de région source/drain (71) jusqu’à
l’autre de la paire de régions source/drain
(71) ; dans laquelle la région semi-conduc-
trice comportant du SixGe(1-x) (62) compor-
te une quantité de Ge supérieure à toute
quantité de Ge à l’intérieur de la région
semi-conductrice comportant du silicium
(18), caractérisée en que le transistor à ef-
fet de champ en corps flottant comprend
une région de matériau isolant (68) logée
directement au-dessus de la région semi-
conductrice comportant du SixGe(1-x) (62),
la région de matériau isolant (68) s’étendant
depuis l’une de la paire de régions sour-
ce/drain (71) jusqu’à l’autre de la paire de
régions source/drain (71), et en ce que la-
dite région semi-conductrice comportant du
silicium (18) est logée directement au-des-
sus de ladite région de matériau isolant (68).

2. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant selon
la revendication 1 dans lequel la région semi-con-
ductrice comportant du silicium (18) est exempte de
Ge.

3. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant selon
la revendication 1 dans lequel la région semi-con-
ductrice comportant du silicium (18) comprend du

Ge.

4. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant selon
la revendication 1 dans lequel la région semi-con-
ductrice comportant du SixGe(1-x) (62) et la région
semi-conductrice comportant du silicium (18) ont les
mêmes largeurs maximales.

5. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant selon
la revendication 3 dans lequel la quantité de Ge dans
la région semi-conductrice comportant du silicium
(18) est inférieure à 10 pour cent atomique.

6. Transistor à effet de champ en corps flottant selon
la revendication 5 dans lequel la quantité de Ge dans
la région semi-conductrice comportant du silicium
(18) est inférieure à 1 pour cent atomique.
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